Tennis Match Results  
Miami vs Georgia Tech  
(Rome Tennis Center at Berry College)

#16 Georgia Tech 4, #24 Miami 3

**Singles competition**

1. #4 E. Perez-Somarriba (UM) def. #6 Kenya Jones (GT) 6-2, 6-3
2. #20 Victoria Flores (GT) def. #14 Isabella Pfennig (UM) 6-4, 6-2
3. #119 Ava Hrastar (GT) def. Daevenia Achong (UM) 7-5, 6-4
4. Florencia Urrutia (UM) def. Carol Lee (GT) 6-4, 6-3
5. Mahak Jain (GT) def. Diana Khodan (UM) 6-3, 3-6, 6-1
6. Maya Tahan (UM) def. Rosie Garcia Gross (GT) 0-6, 6-2, 6-1

**Doubles competition**

1. #2 Victoria Flores/Kenya Jones (GT) def. #25 E. Perez-Somarriba/Isabella Pfennig (UM) 6-4
2. #21 Gia Cohen/Ava Hrastar (GT) def. #24 Diana Khodan/Maya Tahan (UM) 6-3
3. Daevenia Achong/Florencia Urrutia (UM) def. Monika Dedaj/Carol Lee (GT) 6-4

Match Notes:

Miami 14-8, 8-5 ACC; National ranking #24  
Georgia Tech 18-9, 8-5 ACC; National ranking #16  
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (2,3,1,6,4,5)  
Match delayed one hour due to prior match running long  
ACC Championship semifinals; Miami seeded seventh, Georgia Tech seeded sixth  
Georgia Tech advances to face North Carolina in the ACC Championship title match